Cutting Instructions:

Tree Block: Make Two
A - Cut eight 1 1/2” squares (background)
B - Cut two 5 1/4” squares (tree)
C - Cut four 2 1/2” x 3 3/4” rectangles (background)
D - Cut two 1 3/4” x 3 3/4” rectangles (trunk)

Beehive Block: Make Three
A1 - Cut three 1 1/2” x 8 1/2” rectangles (background beehive bottom)
A2 - Cut three 2 1/2” x 8 1/2” rectangles (background beehive top)
B - Cut six 1 3/4” x 3” rectangles
C - Cut six 1 3/4” x 2 1/2” rectangles
D - Cut six 1 3/4” x 2” rectangles
E - Cut six 1 3/4” x 1 1/2” rectangles
F - Cut twenty four 1” squares (corners on beehive)
G - Cut three 1 3/4” x 6 1/2” rectangles
H - Cut three 1 3/4” x 5 1/2” rectangles
I - Cut three 1 3/4” x 4 1/2” rectangles
J - Cut three 1 3/4” x 3 1/2” rectangles
Sewing Instructions:

1. Draw a diagonal line across eight tree (A) 1 ½” squares. Place a square right sides together on each corner of two tree 5 ¾” (B) squares. Sew on lines and then press squares toward corners. Cut off bottom two layers to ¼” for seam allowance.

2. Repeat the same procedure from step #1 for beehive block. Using twenty-four (F) 1” squares and G, H, I and J beehive rectangles. Place squares on the top end of each of rectangle.

3. Following diagram lay all pieces to block out on table. Sew together. Beehive blocks should measure 8 ½” square and tree block should measure 5 ¾” x 8 ½”. Sew blocks together and add a 2” x 8 ½” rectangle on each end to bring measurement to 8 ½” x 36 ½”.

4. Quilt as desired and then add wool felt applique flowers, bees and birds.